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Harnessing The Power of Us

We invite you to spend 15 minutes watching “The Power of Us,” a compelling mini-documentary. Explore the stories of grantees dedicated to fostering A Just Democracy, and be inspired by the wise words shared by one of our fundholders. Check out the documentary here.




Philanthropy has the power to ensure all people have an equal opportunity to achieve their full potential. Seattle Foundation provides the expertise, network of partners and research that enables philanthropists to maximize their impact in meeting our community’s most critical needs. Every day, we convene, communicate with and catalyze our philanthropic partners, uniting passion and discipline to create lasting change. We call this intersection the heart and science of philanthropy.
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1,200 community philanthropists

work with Seattle Foundation to create lasting change




Philanthropy is critical

Our region is prospering, yet many of our community members have been left behind in the rush of new opportunities and wealth. Philanthropy can help right this imbalance by ensuring that everyone in our community has the chance to thrive. Seattle Foundation guides philanthropists to make investments that directly address inequities and result in powerful change.

As we’ve gone through our journey in philanthropy, at each stage there have been partners, friends and colleagues thinking the same thing: how do you go from direct service to systems change, how do you focus your giving to have more impact.”
—Janet Levinger, Seattle Foundation philanthropist and trustee




Read how Janet and her husband Will use Seattle Foundation to make a bigger impact

Featured stories

	
I am a Refugee: Learn My Story | N2N Winter SpotlightMarch 11, 2024By: Aileen Balahadia, N2N Program Consultant In our vibrant community, the power of our voice is both imperative and unparalleled. Unfiltered, authentic storytelling is not just deserving of attention—it’s the catalyst for a community steeped in joy, equity, and prosperity. To carve the path to the thriving community we undeniably deserve, we must actively embrace […]

	
My Voice Matters, and So Does YoursMarch 1, 2024By: Alesha Washington “It is entirely unacceptable that I should have no voice in the political affairs of my own country, for I am not a ward of America; I am one of the first Americans to arrive on these shores.” – James Baldwin, The Fire Next Time James Baldwin’s words resonate so deeply with […]

	
No More Under – Saving Lives Through Water Safety Education and Advocacy: N2N Spotlight Blog Fall 2023January 11, 2024By: Aileen Balahadia, N2N Program Consultant N2N was founded with the ultimate goal of supporting community led efforts to change racist systems, policies, and practices that have had generations of damaging effects on Black and brown communities. While many N2N groups are at the early stage of their advocacy journey, one recent Fall 2023 grantee, […]
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Seattle Foundation is a nonprofit, tax-exempt, 501(c)(3) organization awarded four out of four stars for good governance by Charity Navigator



















